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This paper aims to enrich previous research on event sponsoring by introducing a new conceptualization of consumer confusion to

explain different negative effects caused by multiple sponsorships and ambush marketing. The authors show that consumers are

confused concerning the definite linkage of sponsors and ambushers due to perceived stimuli overload and stimuli ambiguity, but not

stimuli similarity. Additionally, the results reveal a lower awareness of sponsors, worsened attitude toward the sponsorship, and

reactant behavioral intentions caused by consumer confusion. Ironically, these effects particularly impact both sponsors and

ambushers which were successful in linking their companies or brands to the event.
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Event sponsorship is one important marketing tool for compa-

nies to favorably influence brand awareness, attitudes or purchase
intention. Since numerous sponsors use different leveraging tech-
niques to promote their event engagement, these companies create
a cluttered environment (Cornwell et al. 2000; Séguin and O’Reilly
2008). In the case of major events, this effect will be increased by
several ambushers that actively try to confuse people about who is
official sponsor of an event and who is not (Dalakas, Madrigal, and
Burton 2004). As a result, memory for sponsors might be reduced,
diminishing the goal of awareness enhancement (Cornwell et al.
2006; Johar and Pham 1999). Such a consumer failure to develop a
correct interpretation of various facets of a stimulus during the
information processing procedure has been described as consumer
confusion (Turnbull, Leek, and Ying 2000). The aim of the present
study is to develop a theoretically sound conceptualization of
consumer confusion and relate it to dark-side effects of sponsor-
ship.

Drawing on Turnbull et al. (2000), we define consumer
confusion as interfered information processing which impedes
consumers’ ability to select and interpret relevant stimuli. We argue
that this ‘core’ of the construct should be separated from the
following antecedents (Mitchell and Papavassiliou 1999; Mitchell,
Walsh and Yamin 2005):

- Perceived stimuli overload, resulting from the accumulated
effects of many messages by a large number of sponsors and
ambushers during an event.

- Perceived stimuli similarity, evolving from sponsors’ and
ambushers’ similar communication content and formal
similarity (e.g., slogan, pictures), especially in situations of
high similarity of the advertised products.

- Perceived stimuli ambiguity as ambiguous, misleading,
inadequate, and conflicting information, reflecting a typical
side effect in information-rich environments (e.g., different
sponsor categories during mega sports events).

Consequently, we derive a first set of hypotheses to test this
conceptualization.

H1a: The higher the stimuli ambiguity, the higher the con-
sumer confusion.

H1b: The higher the stimuli similarity, the higher the con-
sumer confusion.

H1c: The higher the stimuli overload, the higher the con-
sumer confusion.

According to Bijmolt et al. (1998), we argue that the quantitative
overload is upstream of the antecedents that refer to qualitative
stimuli (i.e., ambiguity, similarity).

H2a: The higher the stimuli overload, the higher the stimuli
ambiguity.

H2b: The higher the stimuli overload, the higher the stimuli
similarity.

Since sponsorship aims at influencing brand awareness (Johar
and Pham 1999), the following hypotheses link consumer confu-
sion with this outcome (Mitchell and Papavassiliou 1999).

H3a: The higher the consumer confusion, the less the correct
classification (recall) of sponsoring brands as sponsors.

H3b: The higher the consumer confusion, the higher the
misclassification of ambushing brands as sponsors.

Besides multiple sponsorships and ambusher activities, dan-
ger of mix-ups exists with regard to brands that have been sponsors
of similar events. In such situations, retrieval of the correct sponsor
is more difficult (Cornwell et al. 2006). We suppose that due to
carryover effects the ‘other-event sponsors’ are perceived as being
official sponsors.

H3c: The higher the consumer confusion, the higher the
misclassification of other-event sponsors as sponsors.

In addition to memory interference, research shows that con-
sumers feel annoyed by confusion (Dalakas et al. 2004). Annoy-
ance, in turn, is likely to influence the attitude toward the company’s
sponsorship activities.

H4: The higher the consumer confusion, the more negative
the attitude toward the sponsorship.

A further reaction could be opposite buying behavior to punish
companies using the event for their communication (Séguin and
O’Reilly 2008). Such opposite behavior might be expressed by so-
called reactant behavioral intentions (Brehm and Brehm 1981).

H5: The higher the consumer confusion, the stronger the
reactant behavioral intention.

Furthermore, research indicates that attitude toward sponsor-
ship positively affects the purchase of sponsors’ products (Madri-
gal 2001). Hence, negative attitudes should lead to reactant inten-
tions.

H6: The more negative the attitude toward the sponsorship,
the stronger the reactant behavioral intentions.

To test the new conceptualization, 465 German participants
completed an online survey during UEFA EURO 2008 (M=25.4
years, 44.3% female). We measured confusion, overload, ambigu-
ity, and similarity with items generated by two focus group discus-
sions and two quantitative pretests. Measuring attitude toward the
sponsorship and reactant intentions, we modified existing scales
(Hong and Page 1989; MacKenzie and Lutz 1989). Awareness was
measured by aided recall. The list for this task included 11 main
sponsors (42.45% correctly identified as sponsors), 11 ambushers
(93.0% correctly rejected as sponsors), 4 brands that were sponsors
of the FIFA Soccer World Cup 2006 (89.5% rejected), and 5 foils
(96.4% rejected). That the five foils were detected as non-sponsors
by almost all respondents implies that respondents were not lead
astray.
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Using structural equation modeling (LISREL 8) to test the
hypotheses, the measurement models exhibit high reliability, con-
vergent and discriminant validity (Fornell and Larcker 1981). Fit
indexes (χ2(181)=457.74, p<.01; RMSEA=.057; CFI=.97, and
NNFI=.96) suggest that the hypothesized model fits the data well.

All but two hypotheses are supported. Consumer confusion is
influenced by ambiguity (H1a; .56), but not similarity (H1b; .05)
and overload (H1c; .08). Perceived stimuli overload impacts on
both ambiguity (H2a; .38) and similarity (H2b; .68). Consumer
confusion reduces memory for sponsors (H3a; -.41) and increases
the likelihood that ambushers (H3b; .10) and other-event sponsors
(H3c; .11) are perceived as official sponsors. Furthermore, con-
fused consumers have a worse attitude toward the sponsorship
engagement (H4; -.13) and show reactant intentions (H5; .15).
Reactant intentions are higher the more negative the attitude toward
the sponsorship (H6; -.43).

Concluding, we show that confused consumers have less
memory of sponsors and are more likely to perceive ambushers and
sponsors of other events as official sponsors. The most influential
antecedent of consumer confusion is perceived stimuli ambiguity,
which in turn is influenced by perceived stimuli overload. Thus, it
is the combination of multiple sponsorships and ambusher activi-
ties that confuses consumers. Furthermore, we provide evidence
that high levels of confusion negatively impact on the attitude
toward the sponsorship and evoke reactant intentions. Ironically,
this effect particularly impacts both sponsors and ambushers which
were successful in linking their companies or brands to the event.
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